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Operation manual

Inspiration

Install NATO-strap

Install strap with
Quick-release-system

Operation instructions

Inspired by an archipelago of three small islands in the Indian Ocean,
located two hours via speedboat from Bali,
a new watch brand was created.

GILLIZE stands for minimalistic watches with their own distinctive
character.

– GILLIZE –

We are convinced by the quality of our products and giving a warranty
of 24 months from the date of purchase in addition to the legal warranty.

Each of the three islands has its very own distinct character. Adventurer,
quiet seeking or even partygoer, every individual need will be fulfilled.
But still all islands have one commonality.

Within the warranty period, we remedy all defects of the watch free of
charge, as far as they are due to material and production defects.
In such cases, please contact us via the following email:

They will give you unique moments which you can see, feel and live.
- Do not set the date between 09:00 PM and 01:00 AM, otherwise the date
may not change properly.

Let GILLIZE become part of your moments.
Anytime, anywhere.

#gillize

- For the calender working properly, make sure the watch is set correctly.
Turn the time setting until the date display changes to the next day. Then
set the correct time (24 hours). In the following, you can adjust the date
accordingly.

If the strap is too long for you
(1), fold the end (2) and pass it
through the metal ring (3).

„Inspired by the three islands,
designed in Germany.“

WWW.GILLIZE.COM

Warranty information

The Quick-release-system allows the quick and easy changing of the
watchband. Simply release the lock of the metal pin on the strap. When
attaching the strap, make sure that the pin is fully engaged.
Note: If you can read GILLIZE on the clasp wearing the watch, you have
installed the strap correctly.
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Electronic equipment are valuable substances and
should not be included as household waste but
should be left at an appropriate collection point for
recycling. Dispose the product at the end of its service life according to the applicable legal regulations.

service@gillize.com.
The warranty does not apply to:
- Any damage to batteries and straps of any kind.
- Damage due to improper handling and accidents (e.g. shock, fall, high
water intrusion, scratches on glass).
The warranty does not extend by unauthorized interference of the buyer
or third party. The warranty period is not extended by the use of the warranty. Neither contamination of the product can cause warranty claims.
Note: Our watches are waterproof to 5 ATM. This makes them suitable for
daily use such as hand washing and rain, but NOT suitable for swimming.

Find the entire operation manual on:
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